
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But if you understand ever so little from this book what a great and
wonderful town London is, you _______________________ your time in
reading it.

1.

(not/waste)
will not have wasted

______________________ the edge off the woman's tongue by spending
the money she needs for the family?
2.

(you/take/?)
Will you have taken

Why, man, he _________________ a hundred cases between now and
then.
3.

(try)
'll have tried

_____________________________________________ an equivalent to
her for the transfer of such a weight into the scale of her enemy?
4.

(this short-lived possession/be/?)

Will this short-lived possession have been

At all events, you ________________________, like so many other silly
girls about here, a soldier or a priest, that is, a man who kills or a man who
lies.

5.

(not/marry)

will not have married

You ____________________________ me rightly, however, if you
suppose it my design to deny this thicket as the scene of the outrage.
6.

(not/apprehend)

will not have apprehended

Readers _______________________ to note the grand width and depth it
gave to ordinary views.
7.

(not/fail)
will not have failed

I flatter myself, however, they will give you satisfaction when you receive
them, and that you will think the object _____________________ by the
delay.

8.

(not/lose)
will not have lost

They _________________ back to their own place.9. (go)will have gone

_______________________________________ behind him save the
wreck of institutions which had done their work and had ceased to serve a
useful purpose?

10.

(what/any one of these/leave/?)

What will any one of these have left

I fear my stepson ______________________ time to get to Paris; he was
overwhelmed with occupation, and is already on his voyage back.
11.

(not/find)
will not have found
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He's annoyed because Fanny _____________________ nurses; but I
don't suppose anything would make any difference.
12.

(not/train)
won't have trained

_________________________ down to four feet and a little more, like the
Esquimaux, or will he have been bred up to seven feet by the use of new
chemical diets, ozonized and otherwise improved atmospheres, and animal
fertilizers?

13.

(he/shorten/?)

Will he have shortened

Uncle, you may abuse me as much as you please, but my father I
__________________________!
14.

(not/disturb)will not have disturbed

In a few days it ___________________.15. (pass)will have passed

You ___________________ all our hopes.16. (ruin)will have ruined

But she _________________ you about it.17. (tell)will have told

You ______________________ your promise of vengeance.18. (fulfill)will have fulfilled

He ______________________ her there for the night.19. (quarter)will have quartered

_________________________ her perfect work in this sphere, or is the
virtue to be exercised there, until we shall have acquired an evenness of
temper which no possible provocation can disturb?

20.

(patience/have/?)

Will patience have had
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